Common Course ID: [Course name/number linked to descriptor]

[UC/CSU/CC] Instructor Open Textbook Adoption Portrait

Abstract: This open textbook is being utilized in a [discipline] course for undergraduate [description if any] students by [Instructor’s name] at [Educational Institution name]. The open textbook provides [brief description of highlights and any instructor supplements]. The main motivation to adopt an open textbook was [supply reason]. Most student access the open textbook in [format and/or access method].

Reviews: The book has been reviewed by faculty[link to COER reviews] from within the three segments (CCC, CSU, and UC) of the California higher education systems.

COOLforED is a service of the California State University-MERLOT program.
Partial funding provided by the State of California, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation,
and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
Questions? Email cool4ed@csul.edu
available.

**License:** Specify the creative commons license that the textbook was published under and link to the license description on the creative commons site.

**Sample assignment:**

Link or upload a sample assignment that illustrates how the open textbook is used in the course. Include the rubric that is used for evaluating student work.